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1. Introduction



What binds protons and neutrons inside a nuclei ?

p
n

gravity: too weak
Coulomb: repulsive between pp
                no force between nn, np

1935 H. Yukawa 
introduced virtual particles (mesons) to explain the nuclear force

Yukawa potential

V (r) =
g2

4!

e!m!r

r

1949 Nobel prize

New force (nuclear force) ?



Origin of the N-N Repulsive Core

The Most Fundamental Problem in Nuclear Physics
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(Taketani)

IIIIII Long range part

one pion exchange potential
(OPEP)  H. Yukawa(1935)

I

II Medium range part

!, ", # exchange
2! exchange

III Short range part

repulsive core (RC)

quark ?

Bonn: Machleidt, Phys.Rev. C63(‘01)024001
Reid93: Stoks et al., Phys. Rev. C49(‘94)2950.
AV18:   Wiringa et al., Phys.Rev. C51(‘95) 38.

R. Jastrow(1951)

Modern nucleon-nucleon potential



stability of nuclei maximum mass of 
neutron star

explosion of 
type II supernova 
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A challenge in (lattice) QCD !

Note:  Pauli principle is not essential for the “RC”.
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1. Matter(nuclei) cannot be stable without the “repulsive core (RC)”.

2. Neutron star & supernova explosion cannot exist without the “RC”. 

3. QCD description should be essential for the “RC”.

4. SU(3) ? (NN ! YN ! YY) ! basis of hypernuclear physics @ J-PARC

23&,/()*,

1. What is the physical origin of the repulsion ?

2. The repulsive core is universal or channel dependent  ?

Note: RC is not related to Pauli principle

+

Origin of RC: “The most fundamental problem in Nuclear physics.”

Repulsive core is important
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2. Strategy in 
(Lattice) QCD



Definition of “Potential” in (lattice) QCD ?

Takahashi-Doi-Suganuma, AIP Conf.Proc. 842,249(2006)

difficult. Instead, we study the static inter-baryon potential in lattice QCD. To fix

the center of mass of each baryon, we use “heavy-light-light” quark system. Here,

the heavy quark is treated as a static one with infinite mass. Then, the inter-baryon

distance can be clearly defined as the relative distance between two heavy (static)

quarks. For the interpolating field of this heavy-light-light quark baryon, we employ

N(!r, t) ! !abcQ
a(!r, t)

!

tqb1(!r, t)C"5q
c
2(!r, t)

"

, with Qa(!r, t) the field for a static quark lo-
cated at (!r, t) and qai (!r, t) the light-quark field. The inter-baryon potential VBB(r) as a
function of the relative distance r ! |!r| can be extracted from the temporal correlators,
CBB(!r,T)! "[N(!0,T )N(!r,T)][N̄(!0,0)N̄(!r,0)]#, and its limit as limT$#%

1
T
lnCBB(!r,T ).

The correlators can be expressed as the sum of the products of six quark propagators

via the Wick contraction of the quark fields. In particular, the propagator for the static
quarks is expressed as the path-ordered product of the gauge field Pexp(ig

#

A0(x)dt),
which corresponds to the leading-order propagator in the heavy quark approximation.

As for the light quarks, the flavor content can be controlled by selecting “Feynman

Qqq qqQ

(a)

Qqq qqQ

(b)

Qqq qqQ

(d)

Qqq qqQ

(c)

FIGURE 1. Schematic figures of the Wick contraction.

diagrams”. For example, in the case when all the quarks have different flavors, we omit

the quark-exchange diagrams. (We need only (a) in Fig. 1.) If some pairs of quarks are

identical, we include the corresponding exchange diagram of the two quarks ((b)-(d) in

Fig. 1). In such a way, we can control the flavor content, which is directly connected to

the Pauli-blocking effects among quarks.

Note here that one of quarks is static and even the “light” quarks are rather heavy

as mcurrentu,d & 100 ' 250 MeV, which would weaken the Pauli-blocking effects and the

spin-spin interactions proportional to 1/m2const, with mconst the constituent quark mass.
However, taking into account that the short-range interactions between two nucleons are

quite strong, the present setup would be enough to single out the essence of the repulsive

core in the nuclear force.
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FIGURE 2. The inter-baryon potentialVBB(r)%2VB in lattice QCD. Left:All the light-quark flavors are
different. Middle:One pair of quark flavors are identical. Right:Two pairs of quark flavors are identical.

The horizontal axis denotes the inter-baryon distance r.

calculate energy  of Qqq +Qqq as a function of r between 2Q. 
Q:static quark, q: light quark

Q Q
r
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the Pauli-blocking effects among quarks.

Note here that one of quarks is static and even the “light” quarks are rather heavy

as mcurrentu,d & 100 ' 250 MeV, which would weaken the Pauli-blocking effects and the

spin-spin interactions proportional to 1/m2const, with mconst the constituent quark mass.
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Quenched result
(a)

+(b)+(c)
all

Almost no dependence on r !

Previous attempt



• S-matrix below inelastic threshold

• Bethe-Salpeter (BS) Wave function

!E(r) = !0|N(x + r, 0)N(x, 0)|6q, E"
6 quark state with energy E

N(x) = !abcqa(x)qb(x)qc(x): local operator

Asymptotic behavior

S = e2i!

!l
E(r) !" Al

sin(kr ! l"/2 + #l(k))
kr

r = |r|!"
E =

k2

2µN
=

k2

mN

partial wave

!l(k) is the scattering phase shift

Quantum Field Theoretical consideration



1. Define a (non-local) potential from the BS wave function as

2. Expand the potential as 

3. Successive determination using BS wave function at different E

• similar to the expansion of EFT

4. Calculate observables (phase shift, binding energy etc.)

Our Strategy Ishii-Aoki-Hatsuda, 2007

[E ! H0]!E(x) =
!

d3y U(x,y)!E(y) H0 =
!"2

2µN

U(x,y) = V (x,!)!3(x" y)

V (x,!) = VC(r) + VT (r)S12 + VLS(r)L · S + {VD(r),!2} + · · ·

Okubo-Marshak (1958) r = |x|S12 =
3
r2

(!1 · x)(!2 · x) ! (!1 · !2)tensor operator



m! ! 0.53 GeV

Ishii-Aoki-Hatsuda, PRL90(2007)0022001 This paper has been selected as one of 21 papers in
Nature Research Highlights 2007 

E ! 0

Qualitative features of NN potential are reproduced !

Central potential Vc(r) from !"(r) at E ~ 0
(m#"=0.53 GeV)   

1S0  ,3S1 

Equal-time BS amplitude

Central potential
1S0, 3S1

First (quenched) results

Central Potential



3. Recent developments



velocity dependence of  V

V (x,!) = VC(r) + VT (r)S12 + VLS(r)L · S + {VD(r),!2} + · · ·

K. Murano, S. Aoki, T. Hatsuda, N. Ishii, H. Nemura 

High quality N-N potential ( > 1994)

1. Use phase shifts for Tlab = 0 ! 350 MeV (! 4500 data points) & deuteron
properties

2. Fits with !2/dof ! 1 by e.g. 18 parameters (Argonne V18)

!"#$%&'()"*+%,-,%./*01*"()2%3%4%56678%

1. Use phase shifts for Tlab=0-350 MeV (~ 4500 data points) & deuteron properties

2. Fits with 92/DOF ~1 by  e.g. 18 parameters (Argonne v18)

Wiringa et al., Phys. Rev. C51 (’95) 38.Wiringa et al., Phys.Rev. C51(‘95) 38.1. velocity-dep. terms can be determined form E-dependence of V.
2. E-dep. turns out to be small at low energy in our choice of N(x).



Quark mass dependence of  VQuark mass dependence of Vc(r) in 1S0

(m
!"

=     0 MeV) 

m
!"

= 380 MeV       

m
!"

= 529 MeV

m
!"

= 731 MeV

1S0

as quark mass decreases stronger repulsive core at short distance 
stronger attraction at intermediate distance

Preliminary

Quenched



1S0 phase shift from Vc(r)
1S0 phase shift from Vc(r)



Ishii, Aoki, Hatsuda (in progress)

Triplet (S=1) 3S1

P! ! 1
24

!

R

!(R"r) “projection” to L=0

Q = 1 ! P “projection” to L=2

!
P! PS12!
Q! QS12!

"
!

!
VC

VT

"
= (E " H0)

!
P!
Q!

"

!
VC

VT

"
=

!
P! PS12!
Q! QS12!

"!1

(E ! H0)
!

P!
Q!

"

(E ! H0)! = [VC + VT S12]!

J = 1, L = J ± 1 = 2, 0

3D1

3S1

mix with 3D1

Tensor potential
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! Nconf=1000

! time-slice: t-t0=6

! m-=0.53 GeV, m.=0.88 GeV, mN=1.34 GeV

from

R.Machleidt,

Adv.Nucl.Phys.19

The wave function

!/%0123456789:;<=>?@AB%C

! deuteronDEF1GHIJK9LM9NO=>?C

!PQ9KLMNRST6!"#$%9ABSsingle

particle spectrum(UVWXYZ[$)\]^_56`ab
c=d]^\'eHfg<\hije5kHC

! centrifugal barrier9lF6QmnSopqrs\t=u
u6v;<\Uw=xykC
(0z(9{|=}k5j~d���H)

Quenched
m! ! 0.53 GeVPreliminary



Quark mass dependence

NN tensor force VT(r) and its quark-mass dependence   

3 3

2 1 1

12 3 3

1 1

( ; ) ( ; )1
( ) ( )

2 ( ; ) ( ; )
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r S r S
V r V r S E

r D r D
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! !
! ! !

! ! 3D1
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m!"= 731 MeV

m!"= 529 MeV

m!"= 380 MeV       

#$%&""!'(")$%*

gaussian 

form-factors 

Tensor forces becomes stronger as quark mass decreases.

Fit: pi+rho with 
gaussian 
form-factors

Preliminary



PACS-CS gauge configurations(2+1 flavors)

a = 0.09 fm

Phys. Rev. D79(2009)034503

L = 2.9 fm

mmin.
! = 156 MeV m!L = 2.3

We are almost on the 
“physical point”.

Calculations with L=5.8 fm 
and                          are on-going.

m!L > 4

“Real QCD”

m! ! 140 MeV

Full QCD calculations
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Preliminary

VC(r) and VT (r) in full QCD (m! = 570 MeV, L=2.9 fm)

Full QCD

* Larger repulsive core than quenched
* Larger tensor force than quenched



Preliminary

VC(r) and VT (r) in full QCD (m! = 570 MeV, L=2.9 fm)

Full QCD

VC(r) and VT(r) in full QCD  (m
!
=570MeV, L=2.9 fm) 

Quenched QCD

Full QCD

! Larger repulsive core than quenched

! Larger tensor force than quenched

Quenched QCD

* Larger repulsive core than quenched
* Larger tensor force than quenched



Almost no information from experiments
J-PARC

Explore the multistrange world.

!Study of hyperon-nucleon (YN) and 

hyperon-hyperon (YY) interactions is one of the 

important subjects in the nuclear physics. 

!Structure of the neutron-star core, 

!Hyperon mixing, softning of EOS, inevitable strong repulsive force,  

!H-dibaryon problem, 

!To be, or not to be, 

!The project at J-PARC:

!Explore the multistrange world, 

!However, the phenomenological description of YN and 

YY interactions has large uncertainties, which is in sharp 

contrast to the nice description of phenomenological NN 

potential. 

!"#$%&'(#)%"*+

Structure of the neutron-star core

!"#$%&'$()*+,-*)*,./%,01,&()$%*2)&/(3,
!Only total corss section. 

!No phase shift analysis is avairable.

!Spin-dependence is unclear

Experminetal data for !N
Only total cross section. No phase-shift analysis.
Spin-dependence is unclear.

Hyperon-Nucleon interactions
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* Weaker repulsive core than NN
* Stronger spin dependence than NN
* Weaker tensor force than NN



4. Conclusion



1. Nuclear force from lattice QCD

• BS wave function -> NN, NY, YY potentials -> observables

2. NN potential in quenched QCD: good “shape”

• repulsive core, intermediate attraction, tensor force

3. Hyperon force:

• various channel -> input to hyper- nuclear physics

Summary

Summary   

1.   Nuclear force from LQCD

! BS amplitude ! NN, YN, YY potentials ! observables

2.  NN force in quenched !"#$%$$&''($)*+,-./$

! repulsive core, intermediate attraction, tensor force 

3.  Hyperon forces :   

! 012$!"#$%"#$!!$!"#$%$&'(

! )"*!+,-+.-/(*%$-"!01%'$-*/(,)0,

1S0

r [fm]

“The achievement is both a computational 
tour de force and a triumph for theory.”

Nature Research Highlights 2007



Full QCD with 140 MeV pion is our ultimate goal.
current:         PACS-CS config. with L=2.9 fm & pion mass = 156 -701 MeV

in 1-2 years:  PACS-CS config. wiyj L=5.8 fm & pion mass = 140 MeV

in 5 years:     new config. on 20 PFlops machine (2011-)

Current and Future target of HAL QCD

• tensor force and deuteron binding
• origin of the repulsive core
• LS force
• YN and YY forces
• 3 body forces
• light nuclei from lattice QCD
• relation to EFT

Current and Future

r [fm]

Current and Future   

! tensor force and deuteron binding

! origin of the repulsive core

! LS force

! YN and YY forces

! 3N forces

! light nuclei from lattice QCD inputs 

! relation to EFT

! Current and Future targets of HAL QCD Coll. 

! Full QCD with m
"
=140 MeV is our ultimate goal

current :          PACS-CS config. (Nf=2+1)   with L=2.9fm & m
!

= 156-701 MeV                           

in 1-2 years:   PACS-CS config. (Nf=2+1)   with L=5.8fm & m
!
"#140  MeV

in 5 years:      new config. on 20 Pflops machine (2011-)

r [fm]

温故知新



NN force in quenched QCD:

Ishii, Aoki & Hatsuda, Phys. Rev. Lett. 99 (2007) 022001 (nucl-th/0611.096).

Introductory review:

Aoki, Hatsuda & Ishii, Comput. Sci. Disc. 1 (2008) 015009 (arXiv:0805.2462[hep-lat]).

YN force in quenched QCD:

Nemura, Ishii, Aoki & Hatsuda, Phys. Lett. B673 (2009) 136 (arXiv:0806.1094[nucl-th]).

NN force in full QCD:

Ishii, Aoki & Hatsuda, arXiv: 0903.5497[hep-lat].

YN force in  full QCD:

Nemura, Ishii, Aoki & Hatsuda, arXiv:0902.12251[hep-lat].
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